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About this Guide
This usage guide covers both the JFC (Swing) and the RCP Version of the program. Some 
descriptions are specific to only the one version. They will be marked (RCP version only) or (JFC 
version only). Also some of the illustrations might look a little different, there is no functional 
difference between the two versions.

About the Game
Sudoku is a numbers puzzle game which popularity has recently spread all over the world. 

While the name Sudoku or Su doku is said to be a contraction of the Japanese phrase suji wa 
dokushinsha ni kaiguru meaning something like solitary number, the game itself may have evolved 
from number puzzles described by the 18. century mathematician Euler (1707 – 1783). 

This version of Sudoku  is played in a 3 by 3 grid of blocks, each block displaying the numbers 
from 1 to 9 in a 3 by 3 grid of cells.

The rules are simple, fill all empty cells so that the numbers 1 to 9 appears once in each row, 
column and block.

A better explanation of the game can be found at the WikipediA
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About the Project
The idea to create yet another SuDoKu playing game arose late summer 2005, when my wife gave 
me Michael Mephams book The Daily Telegraph Sudoku.

I started out with pencil and eraser, but I soon realized that heavy use of the eraser combined with 
my poor handwriting left me with some rather messy pages. 
A simple pencil and paper application was created, saving and restoring a game came naturally and 
I started adding some simple rules to let the computer solve the games.

Earlier in 2005 the Eclipse Platform version 3.1 was released, so I took the opportunity to exploit 
the new features in Eclipse by creating Framework for testing Sudoku rules and playing the 
game. This should be done without having to rewrite the boring stuff GUI, error handling, 
persistence and logging over and over again. The latest version of the program has been 
developed using the  Eclipse Platform version 3.2.

One of the project goals is to provide a simple interface for plugging in and testing new rules.

I am publishing this project in the hope that others might find it useful, have fun.

The game window terminology

The rules are simple, fill all empty cells so that the numbers 1 to 9 appears once in each row, 
column and block.
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Program input and modes
There are a lot of sources for Sudoku game data, the major source is of course the Internet, but the 
bookstores, many newspapers and magazines offer a large selection of games.

A game can be entered and saved in RcpSudoku when the program, is in Edit mode. When the 
program is started, the it enters Edit mode and all the cells are Game Input cells.

The program is switched to Run mode when a game is being solved.
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Game Input cell
The game input cells are used in Edit mode, it shows the numbers 1 – 9 in a 
black color.
The input is selected by clicking the left mouse button on a number, after a 
number is selected the cell changes to a Game Data cell 

Game Data cell
A game data cell will display game data as a single number on a gray 
background.

In Edit mode the data can be cleared and the cell switched back to a Game 
Input cell by a right mouse click

In Run mode the Game Data cell cannot be changed.

A game is played with the program in Run mode. Empty cells are shown as 
User Input cells.
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The Game Menu
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User Input cell
A User Input cell is used for inputting solution data, it shows the numbers 
1 – 9 in a light gray color.

The input is selected by clicking the left mouse button on a number, after a 
number is selected the switches to a Solution Display cell.
The User Input cell can also be used as a work pad showing the possible 
inputs for a cell.

Initially the cell shows all possible numbers 1 – 9, clicking a number with 
the right mouse button will remove it from the cell, clicking on the empty 
space will again display the number.

When all numbers but one are removed, the cell automatically switches to a 
Solution Display cell.
When a game is saved the current state of the User Input cell is preserved.

Start a new game
Clicking the New menu clears all cells, ready for a new game. The game 
switches to Edit mode, and the message: Ready for a new game is 
displayed.

The menu is disabled if already in New state.

If the game contains unsaved data a Unsaved Warning dialog is shown.

Solution Display cell
The Solution Display cell displays solution data as a single number on 
white background.

A Solution Display cell can be cleared and switched back to a User Input 
cell by a right mouse button click.

When a game is saved the current state of the Solution Display cell is 
preserved.
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Resetting a game to initial status
Clicking the Clear menu clears all input cells, but leaves the original 
content. The game switches to non Edit mode, and the message: Game 
cleared to its original state is displayed.

The menu is disabled if no data to clear.

If the game contains unsaved data a Unsaved Warning dialog is shown.

Saving the game
Click the Save menu to save the current state of the game. A Save the 
game dialog is opened, if the chosen file name for the saved game 
already exits, a warning is issued.

If the initial game content is to be saved, press the Clear menu first.

The menu is disabled if no data to save.

Loading a saved game
Click the Load menu to load a previously saved game from the file 
system. 

A Loading a Saved game dialog is opened, for file selection.

If the game contains unsaved data a Unsaved Warning dialog is shown.

Stopping the program
Choosing the Exit menu will close the window and exit the program. 
The function is similar to pressing the window close icon in the upper 
right corner of  the window. The window size and the last used game file 
is remembered

If the game contains unsaved data a Unsaved Warning dialog is shown.
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The Mode Menu

The Action Menu

The Help Menu (RCP version only)  
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Letting the program solve the game
The program will try to solve the game using the current cell content. If 
successful the status field in the bottom of the window will display the 
message Game Complete.
In this early version of the program this cannot be undone, save the game 
first.

Verifying the cell content
The program will check the cell content for validity according to the 
rules of the game, when the Verify menu is clicked.

Only the cells displaying a single value will participate in the check. If a 
rule violation is found, the scan will stop and the cells violating the rule 
will turn red. The error condition will be cleared by the next click of the 
mouse on an input cell.

If the verify scan finds a completed game the status field in the bottom of 
the window will display the message  Game Complete.

Changing program mode
Checking the Edit menu changes the program to Edit mode. 

Clearing the check-mark in  the Edit menu changes the program mode to 
Run mode. Changing the program mode forces a verify of the entered 
data.

Getting Help
Selecting the Help Contents Menu will open the help system 
displaying the help contents pane.
From the left column of the contents pane, the Usage Guide can 
be selected.

Displaying program information
The About Rcp Sudoku menu point will open the standard 
About Box giving access to detailed information about the 
underlaying Eclipse system and the plug-ins.
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Warnings and Dialogs

Unsaved Warning

The Unsaved Warning is shown if there are unsaved game data, that will be lost if you Exit, Clear 
or Load a new Game.

If Yes is chosen a Save the game dialog is opened to allow the data to be saved.

Open a saved game

The Open a Rcpsudoku saved game dialog is used to select and load a saved game.

Navigate to the saved game and select it, then press Open.
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Save a game

The Save the Rcpsudoku game dialog is used to save game data to the file system.

Navigate to target folder and enter the file name, if a file with that name already exists a dialog 
asking for permission o overwrite is shown.
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Error handling (JFC version only)
If an error condition which prevents normal program execution should occur the message field in 
the bottom of the window will display the error message on red background.

Pressing the details button to the right of the message field (the button with 3 dots) will open a 
Extended Message window, giving a more detailed description of the problem

 

A message and stack trace  file: RcpSudoku log is written in the folder where the program is 
installed.  
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Error handling (SWT version only)
If an error condition which prevents normal program execution should occur, a Rcp Sudoku 
Exception dialog is shown.

The  Rcp Sudoku Exception dialog has a details pane which will be shown when pressing the 
Details>> button.

The exception details are written to the error log  if the Write Exception details to the log check 
box is left checked when the OK button is pressed.

The error log can be found here: {install dir }/workspace/.metatada/.log
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System requirements and Installation Instructions
Currently supported operating system(s)
RcpSudoku  Version 1.01 will only run on Microsoft Windows Systems.

Prerequisites
As a prerequisite Java 1.4.2 or higher must be installed prior to installing RcpSudoku.

The java version installed can be verified in a command window by entering the

command java -version  the response should be information about the java version installed.

If the response is incorrect or the java command is not executed, java is not correctly installed on 
the machine. The Java Installation Package can be obtained free of charge at the Sun Java download 
site. If you are not a developer choose the JRE version.

The RcpSudoku package can be downloaded from the  project page at SourceForge. 
The windows version is packaged as a zip compressed folder RcpSudoku, no installation program is 
necessary, just unzip the installation file to a place of your choice. 

RcpSudoku does not change your registry information and it only stores files in the install directory, 
an exception of course, is if you save a game. 

To uninstall the game just delete the folder. The user must have r/w access to the installation folder, 
this will normally be the case on most MS Windows systems.

To start the game (RCP Version):
Navigate to the installation folder and double click on the RcpSudoku.exe file.

You can generate a shortcut to the exe file and move it to your start menu or desktop, remember the 
start directory must be the directory where the RcpSudoku.exe file is stored.

To start the game (JFC Version):
Navigate to the installation folder and double click on the RcpSudoku.jar file.

You can generate a shortcut to the jar file and move it to your start menu or desktop, remember the 
start directory must be the directory where the RcpSudoku.jar file is stored.

For users with programming skills:
As a development platform for RcpSudoku the Eclipse IDE 3.2 is used. If you want to work with the 
game solving rules or have other use for the source code, you can download the xxxxxsrc.zip 
package. The source code is also available at the Source Forge CVS repository. 
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Useful links.

• Eclipse IDE: http://www.eclipse.org/downloads

• Eclipse Public License: http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

• Java Download Site: http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/download.html 

• Project Page at Source Forge: http://sourceforge.net/projects/rcpsudoku

• RcpSudoku repository http://rcpsudoku.cvs.sourceforge.net/rcpsudoku/

• Sudoku: http://www.sudoku.com

• Sudoku WikipediA: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sudoku
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